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ABSTRACT
We report on the results of an optical spectroscopic survey at high Galactic latitude (|b|  30◦) of a sample of
WISE-selected targets, grouped by WISE W1 (λeff = 3.4 μm) flux, which we use to characterize the sources WISE
detected. We observed 762 targets in 10 disjoint fields centered on ultraluminous infrared galaxy candidates using
DEIMOS on Keck II. We find 0.30 ± 0.02 galaxies arcmin−2 with a median redshift of z = 0.33 ± 0.01 for the
sample with W1  120 μJy. The foreground stellar densities in our survey range from 0.23 ± 0.07 arcmin−2 to
1.1 ± 0.1 arcmin−2 for the same sample. We obtained spectra that produced science grade redshifts for 90% of
our targets for sources with W1 flux 120 μJy that also had an i-band flux 18 μJy. We used this for targeting
very preliminary data reductions available to the team in 2010 August. Our results therefore present a conservative
estimate of what is possible to achieve using WISE’s Preliminary Data Release for the study of field galaxies.
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1. INTRODUCTION
WISE is an all-sky mid-infrared survey satellite that NASA
launched on 2009 December 14. Operating simultaneously in
four bands, centered at 3.4, 4.6, 12, and 22 μm (W1–W4,
hereafter), WISE completed its first full coverage of the sky
in late 2010 July, its cryogenic mission ended in early 2010
October, and the satellite was put into safe mode in 2011
February. WISE will provide an IR atlas of the full sky hundreds
of times deeper than IRAS containing hundreds of millions of
targets (5σ point-source sensitivity is equal to or better than 0.08,
0.11, 1, and 6 mJy in the four passbands). A Preliminary Data
Release covering 57% of the sky took place on 2011 April 14.
Prior to this release, the WISE team undertook several programs
to characterize the survey, including a comparison of WISE and
Spitzer sources at the ecliptic poles by Jarrett et al. (2011) and
a study of the extragalactic source counts in the Boo¨tes field by
D. Benford et al. (2011, in preparation).
We expect that WISE has detected cluster L galaxies out
to a redshift of z ∼ 1. This expectation is based on using a
passive evolution model from Bruzual & Charlot (2003) that
fits cluster luminosity functions to predict the L flux density in
W1 as a function of redshift. This puts WISE in an interesting
position with respect to the publicly available spectroscopic
surveys. The surveys with coverage comparable to WISE are
not nearly as deep, and the deep surveys were not nearly as
wide, as shown in Table 1. Furthermore, the targeting for most
other surveys relies on mixes of limiting magnitudes in primarily
optical bands, morphologies, and colors, increasing the problem
of selection effects in any attempt to use them to characterize the
WISE sources. While using existing spectroscopic databases is
useful for determining the redshifts of numerous WISE sources,
it is not possible to construct flux-limited samples in the WISE
bands with complete spectroscopic coverage. The importance
of having such data available is that it greatly simplifies the
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statistical analysis of quantities that rely on flux-limited galaxy
samples, such as luminosity functions or correlation functions.
In order to characterize the sources selected by the W1 bandpass,
we have carried out a spectroscopic survey of WISE-selected
objects blind to all considerations but W1 flux. Here we present
the design and results from the survey we carried out using
DEIMOS (Phillips et al. 2002) on the Keck II telescope on UT
2010 September 14 selected by a W1 flux-classified catalog.
All magnitudes from the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) are
model fluxes converted to standard AB magnitudes and all other
magnitudes are given in the Johnson Vega system used in the
WISE database. We made no attempt to adjust our photometry to
account for source morphology or extent. Thus, colors based on
combining WISE and SDSS magnitudes in this paper will have
significant systematic offsets from the actual physical colors,
but are useful nevertheless. We have also not corrected fluxes
for extinction.
For this paper, we assume a ΛCDM cosmology using the
Wilkinson Microwave Anisotropy Probe 7 year parameters found
in Jarosik et al. (2011) with Ωm = 0.266, ΩΛ = 0.734, and
H0 = 71.0 km s−1 Mpc−1. All coordinates are listed in the
J2000 reference frame.
2. DEIMOS SURVEY DESIGN
To select our targets, we used the WISE Level 3 operations
(L3o) preliminary database. IPAC constructed the L3o database
by co-adding WISE frames in a stripe of ecliptic longitude from
a single day. Each stripe had a depth near the center of approx-
imately 12 frames of coverage, roughly equivalent to the depth
of the Preliminary Data Release on the ecliptic. IPAC then ex-
tracted the source detections in the co-added images as described
in Section IV of the WISE Preliminary Release Explanatory
Supplement, but with earlier versions of all software. The source
extractions had a minimum signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) of 3.5
in one of WISE’s channels—half that used for the Preliminary
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Table 1
Spectroscopic Survey Characteristics
Survey Median Coverage Reference
(z) (Ω)
(sr)
6dFGS 0.053 5.2 Jones et al. (2009)
SDSS-DR8 0.1 2.43 Aihara et al. (2011)
2dFGRS 0.11 0.5 Colless et al. (2003)
WiggleZ 0.6 0.3 Drinkwater et al.(2010)
GAMA 0.2 4.4 × 10−2 Baldry et al. (2010)
AGES 0.31 2.3 × 10−3 Kochanek et al. (2011)
DEEP2-DR3 0.76 1.1 × 10−3 Davis et al. (2003)
zCOSMOS 0.61 5.2 × 10−4 Scoville et al. (2007)
This work 0.33 6.78 × 10−6
Notes. A sample of redshift surveys showing their area and depth. A more comprehensive comparison can be found in
Figure 1 of Baldry et al. (2010). Note that while the areal coverage of our survey is small the 10 fields are widely dispersed,
minimizing cosmic variance.
Data Release—because reliability of the internal database was
less of a concern than for the Preliminary Data Release.
The main selection criterion for objects in our survey was
that the source was in the L3o database. We sorted these objects
into three samples based on fluxes from WISE’s most sensitive
band, W1: (1) the design required WISE sensitivity of 120 μJy
(5σ ; Liu et al. 2008), and (2) the initial estimate of the in-orbit
sensitivity of 80 μJy (5σ ; Wright et al. 2010). We will refer to
these samples by the following names, inspired by their flux
ranges in μJy, from here on: {120}, {80–120}, and {<80}
(include sources not detected in W1). The classification based
on W1 flux determined the priority in resolving conflicts when
assigning slits on the mask, maximizing our ability to construct
complete W1-flux-limited samples. We adopted the profile fit
photometry (w1mpro) for our flux measurements because we
expect the majority of our targets, stars and field galaxies, to be
point-like in the WISE beam (6.′′1 FWHM).
The only other selection criterion we imposed was that
R 15.0 mag, as suggested by the DEIMOS documentation,
to avoid saturation of the detector. Out of a desire to maintain
as wide a pool of targets as possible, we used NOMAD to
perform this cut. The imprecision of photographic magnitudes
is acceptable here due to the rarity of such bright sources and the
fact that they are already well characterized by extant surveys.
The survey fields all had near their center a WISE-selected
high-z ultraluminous infrared galaxy (ULIRG) candidate from
selection criteria addressed below. Since we expect that the rest
of the field will be filled with objects at much lower redshift,
this should not have significantly biased the survey. The presence
of lower redshift contaminants, such as merging galaxies and
AGNs, in the color regions used to select these candidates does
introduce a potential source of bias to our survey. We therefore
include the ULIRG candidate selection criteria we used here
even though we have found no evidence of such bias.
The WISE Extragalactic Team produced several different
selection techniques for selecting ULIRGs and hyper-luminous
infrared galaxies (HyLIRGs). One example can be found in the
color-space plot in Figure 1. In this figure, we used templates
from the SWIRE survey (Polletta et al. 2007) augmented by
GRASIL models (Silva et al. 1998) to model the expected
structure of the WISE W1 − W2 versus W2 − W3 color space.
We selected ULIRG candidates based on the results of a
previous spectroscopy study done using the Low Resolution
Imaging Spectrometer (LRIS; Oke et al. 1995) at Keck I
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Figure 1. Color-space regions where different classes of WISE-detected sources,
both Galactic and extragalactic, would fall based on SWIRE templates aug-
mented by GRASIL models.
that followed up on WISE-selected ULIRG candidates (e.g.,
P. R. M. Eisenhardt et al. 2011, in preparation). Of the
64 targets in the WISE team’s LRIS observations as of 2010
August, 18 were confirmed z > 1.5 ULIRGs. We used the
WISE colors and magnitudes of these objects to define a region
of color–magnitude space to select the 10 ULIRG candidates
for our DEIMOS run. We used the WISE colors and magnitudes
of the previously confirmed ULIRGs to produce the following
limits: 0.3 < W1 − W2 < 2, W2 − W3 > 1.5, W3 − W4 > 2,
W1 > 10, W2 > 10, W3 > 8, and W4 > 5.5 mag. The
magnitude limits were imposed to bias the selection toward
very red (i.e., 12 and 22 μm bright) z > 1.5 ULIRGs. The
details of the LRIS observations are described in two upcoming
papers: P. R. M. Eisenhardt et al. (2011, in preparation) and
C. Bridge et al. (2011, in preparation).
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Table 2
Field Characteristics
Field α δ P.A. b 〈Coverage〉 {120} {80–120} {<80} SDSS
Number (deg) deg deg deg (Frames) (fQ3/ftarg/Ntot) (fQ3/ftarg/Ntot) (fQ3/ftarg/Ntot) DR8
1 310.28533 −14.49725 120 −30.73209 12.9 0.97/0.70/84 1.00/0.29/34 0.67/0.22/41 Y
2 312.36350 −11.68394 107 −31.43735 12.3 0.98/0.59/99 0.90/0.30/33 0.71/0.18/40 N
3 313.93537 −12.49886 73 −33.17407 11.5 0.98/0.77/74 1.00/0.37/38 0.83/0.29/21 P
4 338.96217 16.07672 86 −35.70137 12.8 0.96/0.72/68 0.55/0.42/26 0.81/0.27/59 Y
5 345.77133 4.09244 90 −49.27066 13.1 1.00/0.69/55 0.89/0.36/25 0.59/0.34/95 Y
6 25.06929 −12.15469 37 −71.14944 8.9 0.91/0.81/53 0.85/0.38/34 0.54/0.30/88 N
7 27.71867 −18.08917 161 −73.59517 7.0 0.97/0.77/44 1.00/0.52/29 0.60/0.24/103 P
8 38.37908 23.55133 −169 −33.64597 11.8 1.00/0.80/45 0.91/0.46/24 0.62/0.51/57 Y
9 47.65929 12.24742 −109 −38.13031 10.9 1.00/0.76/46 0.70/0.51/39 0.50/0.24/75 P
10 50.92692 4.58761 50 −41.44942 10.9 0.98/0.74/58 0.72/0.49/37 0.60/0.35/57 Y
Combined . . . . . . . . . . . . 11.0 0.97/0.72/626 0.84/0.41/319 0.62/0.30/636 . . .
Notes. The mask coordinates (J2000 equatorial coordinates), position angle, Galactic latitude, median coverage in W1, whether the field overlaps with SDSS DR8,
and fraction of slits that produced high-quality spectra/fraction of targets assigned slits/total available targets, broken down by W1 flux sample (limits in μJy). Per
the recommendation made in the DEEP2 pipeline, the slits were set for 5◦ greater than the mask P.A. The letters in the SDSS DR8 column denote whether the field
overlaps with SDSS DR8 and stand for “Yes,” “No,” and “Partial.”
Each DEIMOS mask consists of a rectangular 16.′7 × 5′ field
from which two corners and a circular arc along the long side
are lost to vignetting, leaving a total area of 68.3 arcmin2. Each
target had a minimum slit length of 5′′ with 2′′ between the slits,
allowing 70–80 targets per mask given the source densities in
WISE’s L3o database. We designed the masks to have 2.′′0 wide
slits in order to accommodate the astrometric uncertainties of
the large number of fainter sources. As of 2010 September, our
understanding of the L3o database’s astrometric accuracy could
be found in Wright et al. (2010). They measured an astrometric
uncertainty of 0.′′15 for WISE sources with S/N  20.0.
Extrapolating downward in quadrature as a means of estimation,
this implies a 1σ 1 axis uncertainty of 0.′′62 for sources with
S/N ∼ 5. With a 1′′ slit that implies a loss rate of 42%, while a
2′′ slit gives 11%.
After positioning each field to contain the ULIRG candidate
and six bright sources for alignment (15 mag  R  17 mag),
we assigned slits to objects in each of the categories using the
dsimulator mask design software. Due to the high sampling rate
of targets in the {120} category we were able to include the
good spectra for the alignment box targets without significantly
biasing our results. All targets in a given W1 flux category had
the same priority and thus the program assigned slits to them in
such a way as to maximize the number of slits. We then added
targets to the mask in order of decreasing category flux, resulting
in the sampling rates given in Table 2.
We experienced a higher loss rate than anticipated due to the
then-unknown pipeline error that led to quasi-random errors in
declination in excess of the quoted positional uncertainty. Posi-
tions of objects in the WISE Preliminary Data Release may be
offset from their true positions by many times the quoted po-
sitional uncertainty. Approximately 20% of the sources fainter
than 491 μJy suffer from a pipeline coding error that biases
the reported position by ∼0.′′2–1.′′0 in the declination direction.
This error can affect sources as bright as W1 ∼ 2 mJy. The
effect of this error on slit losses can be mitigated by aligning
slits away from an east–west position angle. The Cautionary
Notes section of the WISE Preliminary Release Explanatory
Supplement describes the origin and nature of this effect in
detail.
In principle a 1′′ error combined with a 2′′ wide slit should
not present a problem for sources brighter than i ∼ 23 mag with
45 minutes of integration on Keck. When combined with the
astrometric uncertainty inherent in targeting sources with low-
S/N, though, it can result in the outright loss of a source. Some of
our low-S/N sources were as much as 4′′ away from the closest
SDSS source. There are problems inherent in comparing surveys
conducted at different wavelengths, so we did not perform a
detailed analysis of all source offsets from SDSS counterparts.
We will be able to better quantify how many sources were lost
due to this problem after the final pass processing is complete.
The aforementioned error will be corrected and the images will
have greater coverage depth than the frames used to make the
L3o database. Thus, we will have a more uniform and accurate
standard against which to compare the positions of targets used
in this survey.
The primary focus of our survey was to obtain redshifts for
the sources brighter than 80 μJy in W1. We therefore decided
to integrate for a total of 45 minutes on each field, splitting
the time into 5 minute and 40 minute exposures to maximize
our dynamic range. This strategy also allowed us to expose the
maximum of 10 fields possible with DEIMOS in the course of a
single night. The instrument documentation suggested that this
exposure time would yield an S/N in the range of 3–7 pixel−1
for a galaxy with RAB = 21.0 mag. We selected the lowest
dispersion grating available in DEIMOS, 600 lines mm−1, set
for a 750.0 nm central wavelength with the order blocking filter
GG495. This produced a wavelength range of 495–1015 nm
for targets near the center line of the mask and a moderate
resolution. For objects filling the 2′′ slit we achieved a resolving
power of R = λ/Δλ = 861 at λ = 736.9 nm. Exploring the
resolving power across the wavelength range revealed that we
were slit width limited, as shown by a strongly linear trend of
the form R = λ/λ0.
The artifact identification system was not used in the pro-
duction of the L3o database we used for target selection, and
we deliberately did not pre-reject sources based on visual iden-
tification on the chance that they may have been real sources
that were contaminated. There was, therefore, definitely some
contamination of the sample—we later confirmed nine targets as
artifacts by examining the WISE images for targets that showed
no optical emission and eliminated them from consideration in
all metrics of the survey. To minimize the impact of this without
introducing any non-flux cuts to the survey we positioned the
3
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Figure 2. Fraction of sources with magnitude uncertainty less than 1.0 in each magnitude bin that had Q  3 spectra. Panel (a) shows the fraction of sources with
good redshifts as a function of i-band AB model magnitudes using SDSS photometry. Panel (b) shows the good redshift fraction as a function of W1, with the sample
boundaries highlighted using the solid vertical dark gray and light gray lines (colored blue and red for 80 and 120 μJy, respectively, in the online journal). Panel (c)
shows the same quantity as a function of W1 − i color. Error bars assume that obtaining a good spectrum was a binomial random process, with confidence intervals
constructed according to the technique in Feldman & Cousins (1998).
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)
fields to avoid very bright stars (W1  11.0 mag) that produce
large diffraction spikes.
We performed the data reduction using the DEEP2 pipeline,
and the analysis using the SpecPro software package described
in Masters & Capak (2011). SpecPro calculates redshifts based
on a cross-correlation of templates to the one-dimensional spec-
tra, but we required clear identification of matching emission or
absorption features to consider the redshift reliable. We cal-
culated K-corrections using a weighted geometric mean of the
low-resolution spectral energy distribution (SED) templates of
Assef et al. (2010) as a crude approximation made for the
sake of simplicity. Specifically, we used templates for ellipti-
cal, Sbc, and Im galaxies and assigned them weights 0.5, 0.25,
and 0.25, respectively. This approximation was made because
nearly half of our sample did not have enough multi-wavelength
broadband photometry to perform proper SED fits to estimate
K-corrections.
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We were able to successfully measure high-quality redshifts
based on visually identifiable emission or absorption features
for 640 of the 762 targets in the 10 masks not lost to vignetting.
Five of our fields fall within and three of them partially overlap
with the SDSS data release 8 (SDSS DR8; Aihara et al. 2011), as
seen in Table 2. We therefore classified the fraction of targeted
sources for which we obtained high-quality spectra by flux
density using both W1 and SDSS i-band model magnitudes
in Figure 2. This allows us to characterize the performance of
our spectroscopic survey relative to the rest of the WISE survey
for W1 and the sources contained in both WISE and SDSS for
i. Our survey successfully classified >90% of the target list for
sources with W1  16 mag and i  20.75 mag, and >50%
for W1  18 mag and i  23 mag.
In the following subsections, we will discuss the properties of
targets we were able to characterize using spectra such as those
shown in Figure 3 and attempt to estimate the composition of
those that we could not. If the spectrum produced a science
grade classification and redshift, we assigned quality class, Q,
of three or four. If the spectrum was inconclusive but confirmed
the presence of a source, then Q is zero, one, or two. If there
was no evidence of emission in excess of the sky background
anywhere, then Q = −1.
3.1. Stellar Results
Figure 4 shows the stellar density for sources with W1 fluxes
80 μJy on a field-by-field basis, compared with the expected
stellar contribution based on the Galactic star count model of
Jarrett et al. (1994). The results are in good agreement with the
model both overall and on a field-by-field basis. The breakdown
of our target stars by spectral class is in Figure 5. We also
checked our stellar population for the occurrence of statistically
significant color excesses in the longer wavelength channels of
WISE. Of the 338 stars we spectrally identified, none of them
presented a color W1 − Wx  1.0 with the restriction that
S/N  7.0 in both of the channels used to calculate the color.
3.2. Extragalactic Results
One simple measure of a photometric survey is the median
redshift of the galaxies detected. We estimate that WISE detects
field galaxies back to the median redshift of at least 0.48 ±
0.02 by linearly interpolating the cumulative distribution that
corresponds to Figure 6. The reason for referring to this value
as a lower limit is due to the fact that we did not correct for
the median lowering bias caused by reduced success rates in
measuring redshifts of galaxies from the fainter samples. A
more detailed breakdown of the median redshift by flux depth
and galaxy spectral type can be found in Table 3. In principle,
our results could also have been biased by the different spectral
features present on the detector as a function of galaxy spectral
type and redshift. For example, an absorption line galaxy with
z  0.2 would not have presented visible Ca ii H and K lines,
leaving us to rely on the less prominent Na i doublet at 580.3 nm
and the Mg i line at 517.5 nm for measuring the redshift. The
lesser prominence of these lines, however, means that we are
more likely to be able to classify a faint source at higher redshift
rather than at lower, as evidenced by the absence of {<80}
sources in the three lowest bins of Figure 6.
A more important measure of the depth achieved, however,
is the redshift to which L galaxies are detected in abundance,
because this sets the depth to which the survey can provide
constraints on the faint-end slope of the luminosity function. In
Figure 7, we have plotted the luminosity of our sources versus
their redshift alongside the simple evolving model for L(z)
from Dai et al. (2009; L(z) = L0100.4Qz, Q = 1.2 ± 0.4),
making the approximation that Spitzer IRAC channel 1, with
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Figure 3. Typical spectra we obtained for different classes of objects. All the spectra are uncalibrated and binned down eight to one for clarity. All plots are in observed
frame wavelengths with typical spectral lines we used to identify such objects labeled with vertical broken lines (colored blue in the online journal), even if the feature
is not evident in the example spectrum. The line near the bottom of each graph is the standard deviation of the flux at the given wavelength (colored red in the online
journal). Panel (a) is a spectrum for a K-type star, (b) is an emission line galaxy at z = 0.27802 ± 0.00003, (c) is an absorption line galaxy at z = 0.535 ± 0.001, and
(d) is a broad-lined AGN at z = 1.406 ± 0.001. All of the spectra shown are in the quality class Q = 4.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)
Figure 4. Observed vs. predicted source densities for sources with W1 flux
80 μJy. The black circles are the observed galaxy densities, while the
prediction is the horizontal dashed line and the 1σ uncertainty in that prediction
is the dotted line. The squares are the observed star densities, and the triangles
shifted to the right are the prediction (colored green in the online journal). The
predicted star counts are based on a model adapted from Jarrett et al. (1994). The
predicted galaxy counts come from integrating a Schechter luminosity function
using the parameters measured in Dai et al. (2009) using the Spitzer/IRAC
3.6 μm channel out to a redshift of 1.25.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)
effective wavelength 3.6 μm, is the same as W1. From this
function for L(z) we find that at a W1 flux limit of 80 μJy
WISE detects L galaxies back to z = 0.7+0.3−0.2.
Our estimate of the redshift to which WISE detects L galaxies
has a caveat to its accuracy. The evidence that a caveat is
needed comes from the mismatch between the predicted galaxy
Figure 5. Relative abundances of the different stellar spectral types. All
quantities are attempt rate corrected. The accuracy of the spectral classification
of an individual star is accurate to at least ± half a spectral class. The accuracy
is better in the case of M-type stars and stars that have good optical photometry
from SDSS DR8.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)
densities and the observed densities, seen in Figures 4 and 6. In
total, WISE detects at least (1.9 ± 0.1) × 103 counts deg−2 field
galaxies with observed W1 flux  80 μJy while the prediction
from the model is (5 ± 2) × 103 counts deg−2, a discrepancy
of 1.3σ . Although the mismatch is not statistically significant,
it is unlikely to be due to incompleteness in our survey, but
possibly due to the extrapolation of their results to a flux
limit of 80 μJy. The sample used by Dai et al. (2009) was
limited to [3.6] > 143 μJy (<15.7 mag) and their analysis was
5
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Figure 6. Stacked bar histogram of the robust spectroscopic redshifts from our
survey. The white bars are the {>120} sample, the light gray (red in the online
journal) bars are the {80–120} sample, and the dark gray (blue in the online
journal) bars are the {<80} sample. The height of each bar was sampling rate
corrected on a field-by-field basis by dividing by the values in Table 2. The solid
line represents the predicted source density based on integrating a Schechter
function with the parameters from Dai et al. (2009) down to an observable flux
limit of 80 μJy. The dashed lines are the 1σ confidence band for the prediction.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)
restricted to z < 0.6. As discussed by Dai et al. (2009), the
M evolution they find is faster than that found by other surveys
(although at different wavelengths) and seems to overestimate
that of other studies at higher redshifts (see their Figure 10).
Coupled with their assumption of a non-evolving faint-end slope
(determined primarily from their z < 0.2 sample), this could
tentatively explain the differences we find. A detailed study of
the WISE-selected mid-infrared galaxy luminosity function is
the subject of our follow-up publication, S. E. Lake et al. (2011,
in preparation).
Figures 4 and 6 also provide evidence that our ULIRG
candidate targeting did not introduce a significant bias toward
overdense fields. Both the radial and angular densities show
little evidence for the presence of large clusters. Indeed, the
one significant single field overdensity in redshift we found at
〈z〉 = 0.2127 ± 0.0006 was in field 6 (b ≈ −71◦) and the
ULIRG candidate was at z ≈ 1.
We have found that the 1.6 μm bump in the typical galaxy
SED produces a straightforward correlation between many
of the WISE/SDSS colors and redshift for galaxies without
observed broad-line emission. The correlation is strongest using
the g, r, or i filter with W1, but is apparent when matching any
SDSS filter with W1 or W2. We plot an example in Figure 8
using i because it is the SDSS band nearest to the center of our
spectra. We fit ln(FW1/Fi) to ln(1 + z) using a function of the
form y = m(x − x0) + b and a badness of fit/likelihood:
− ln(L) = 1
2
N∑
i=1
[
(yi − m[xi − x0] − b)2
σ 2y,i + [mσx,i]2 + σ 2ext
+
1
2
ln
(
σ 2y,i + [mσx,i]2 + σ 2ext
)]
, (1)
where σext is the extrinsic scatter in excess of the statistical
uncertainty of the measurements and it, alongside m and b, is a fit
parameter on which we optimizeL. We set x0 as a free parameter
to reduce the off-diagonal terms of the covariance matrix of
Table 3
Extragalactic Summary
Galaxy W1 Flux Density Median za Source
Spectral Type ( μJy) (count arcmin−2) Count
Absorptionb 120 0.18 ± 0.02 0.36 ± 0.01 90
80 0.30 ± 0.03 0.41+0.03−0.02 125
0 0.39 ± 0.04 0.49+0.02−0.04 143
Emissionc 120 0.12 ± 0.02 0.28 ± 0.03 60
80 0.24 ± 0.03 0.33+0.04−0.02 94
0 0.60 ± 0.05 0.48 ± 0.03 165
All fieldd 120 0.30 ± 0.02 0.33 ± 0.01 150
80 0.54 ± 0.04 0.39 ± 0.02 219
0 1.00 ± 0.06 0.48 ± 0.02 309
Broad-lined AGN 120 0.022 ± 0.007 0.5+0.3−0.1 11
80 0.028 ± 0.008 0.83+0.04−0.3 13
0 0.05 ± 0.01 0.9+0.2−0.1 17
Notes. Extragalactic population density and median redshift as a function of
galaxy type and W1 flux cutoff. The densities cannot be obtained by dividing the
target count column by the survey area because of the sampling rate corrections
needed.
a Calculated by linearly interpolating the cumulative counts histogram using the
same bins as in Figure 6.
b Galaxies without detected emission lines.
c Galaxies with detected emission lines that are not obviously broadened.
d Union of absorption and emission galaxies.
the main fit parameters. Specifically, we set x0 = 〈xi〉 with
weights wi = (σ 2y,i +[mσx,i]2 +σ 2ext)−1. The resulting parameters
can be found in Table 4. The implication of this correlation is
that Figure 2(c) gives us a rough estimate of our completeness
relative to WISE as a function of redshift. Specifically, we are
90% complete to z ∼ 0.5 and 50% complete to z ∼ 0.9.
We present in Table 5 an excerpt of the redshift catalog, made
available as an electronic table in the online journal. The table
will only include science grade, Q  3, redshifts derived from
spectra.
3.3. The Spectroscopically Unclassifiable Population
The breakdown of the spectral qualities by sample can
be found in Table 6. Table 7 presents classification rates as
a function of spectrum type and bandpass for sources with
magnitude uncertainties 1 mag. It is clear from the detection
rates in Table 7 that the most complete choice, overall, for
analyzing the sample for which we could not get Q > 2 spectra
is to match W1 with SDSS r, i, or z. Given the wavelength
coverage of our spectra, we choose to use r and i.
We also provide Figure 9 for comparison with Figure 1.
While there are several stars outside of the boundary outlined for
main-sequence stars in Figure 9, and this could be considered
indicative of the presence of debris disks (Wolf & Hillenbrand
2003), these sources should be approached with caution. All of
them have a W3 S/N in the range (1.7, 3.5) and the size of the
color excess varies nearly monotonically with the decrease in
the W2 S/N. In short, these detections are near the noise floor
of W3 and therefore the criterion that σW3  1.0 is really a
lower limit on the uncertainty in the flux in the direction of zero.
Such Gaussian error estimates do not include the asymmetry
required by a more rigorous treatment of the statistics. We
also cannot rule out chance alignments with background objects
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Figure 7. W1 luminosity, approximated as νLν in units where νLν for Sol is 1, against observed redshift. The solid line represents the expected νLν (z) for L galaxies
based on the linearly evolving M measurement from Dai et al. (2009) using the Spitzer/IRAC 3.6 μm channel. The dashed lines are the 1σ confidence bands from
straightforward error propagation of the uncertainties in the luminosity function parameters. The dotted lines are νLν (z) for 120 μJy and 80 μJy sources. The sources
that cross into other regions are due to higher S/N photometry that became available after target selection.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)
Table 4
i − W1 vs. ln(1 + z) Fit Parameters
y-variable Slope y-intercept Scatter x-offset
(m) (b) (σext) (x0)
ln(FW1/Fi ) 4.2 ± 0.2 1.05 ± 0.03 0.33 ± 0.02 0.364
i − W1 4.6 ± 0.2 mag 3.81 ± 0.03 mag 0.36 ± 0.02 mag 0.364
Table 5
WISE-DEIMOS Redshift Catalog (Excerpt)
Designation α δ z σz Quality SpecPro W1a σW1
(deg) (deg) Class Template (mag) (mag)
WISEPC J204116.72−143132.2 310.3196716 −14.5256138 0.088342 0.000404 4 VVDS spiral 15.458 0.054
WISEPC J204128.23−143052.4 310.3676453 −14.5145798 0.402037 2.34e-05 4 SDSS quasar 15.667 0.06
WISEPC J204115.66−143034.9 310.3152771 −14.5097055 0.57926 0.000282 4 VVDS elliptical 15.682 0.06
WISEPC J204125.02−143016.2 310.3542786 −14.5045099 0.320373 0.000141 4 VVDS starburst 15.833 0.067
WISEPC J204128.43−142940.3 310.3684998 −14.4945536 0.320014 0.000854 3 Red galaxy 15.672 0.058
WISEPC J204101.64−142916.7 310.2568359 −14.4879913 0.268144 1.17e-09 4 Blue galaxy 14.717 0.039
WISEPC J204104.97−142724.2 310.2707214 −14.4567318 0.313732 4.36e-05 4 Green galaxy 15.405 0.051
WISEPC J204056.07−142557.8 310.2336426 −14.4327354 0.396524 0.001 4 VVDS S0 15.783 0.069
WISEPC J204052.21−142510.4 310.2175598 −14.4195566 0.509227 0.00156 4 VVDS elliptical 14.999 0.042
WISEPC J204051.15−142457.6 310.2131348 −14.4160128 0.396874 8.68e-05 4 VVDS early spiral 15.699 0.062
Notes. Example lines from the catalog of redshifts we will be making available based on data gathered with DEIMOS. Note that the selection magnitudes came from
the L3o database used for internal verification and are thus extremely preliminary. All sources in the catalog have high-quality (Q  3) redshifts.
a The WISE magnitude used for selection.
(This table is available in its entirety in machine-readable and Virtual Observatory (VO) forms in the online journal. A portion is shown here for guidance regarding
its form and content.)
that are dominating the WISE colors coinciding with a star that
dominated the DEIMOS spectra.
Of the 762 not yet identified as spurious targets in our survey,
463 (61%) are in the coverage of SDSS DR8. Of those covered,
only 55 (12%) did not have a clear counterpart in the SDSS
DR8 database. From those 55 without a clear counterpart, we
were able to get 20 (36%) good spectra. Of the 408 targets
with SDSS counterparts, we failed to get good spectra for 29
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Figure 8. ln(1 + z) vs. ln(FW1/Fi ) (both fluxes in Jy) color for non-broad-lined
sources in our survey that have high-quality (Q > 2) spectra, unique source
correlation between SDSS and WISE, and both σi , σW1  1.0 mag. The circles
are galaxies for which we detected emission lines (blue in the online journal) and
the squares had only absorption lines (red in the online journal). The solid line
is the result of a maximum likelihood fit of color to a linear function of ln(1 + z)
with extrinsic scatter for points with z  1. The dashed, dash-dotted, and dotted
lines are the tracks formed by the elliptical (red online), Sbc (blue online), and
Im (magenta online) templates from Assef et al. (2010), respectively.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)
Table 6
Spectroscopic Quality by Sample
Q {120} {80–120} {<80}
(Ntot = 449) (Ntot = 130) (Ntot = 183)
3–4 98.0% 84.6% 63.4%
0–2 2.0% 11.5% 18.6%
−1 0.0% 3.8% 18.0%
Notes. The fraction of targets in each spectral quality class broken down into
the W1 flux ranges that defined each sample, in μJy.
(7%). This has also given us the opportunity to characterize
the sources that were in Sloan and not characterized by our
survey, as shown in the color–color plot in Figure 10. There is an
obvious bias toward missing targets that are in the predominantly
extragalactic region of the color–color plot. This is consistent
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Figure 9. Our DEIMOS targets with minimally acceptable photometric uncer-
tainty (σW1, σW2, and σW3  1.0 mag). Sources marked with a light gray circle
(blue in the online journal) are emission line galaxies with measurable redshifts,
dark gray squares are absorption line galaxies (red in the online journal), trian-
gles pointing down (magenta in the online journal) are broad-lined AGNs, plus
marks are stars (green in the online journal), and black diamonds are sources we
could not classify to a high degree of certainty based on the spectra we obtained.
Regions from Figure 1 are reproduced, in color, in the online version.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)
with the fact that the missed sources were overwhelmingly from
the faintest sample, {<80}, and the findings in Jarrett et al.
(2011) that galaxies outnumber stars at the north ecliptic pole
(b ∼ 30◦) for W1  15.0 mag (W1 flux  300 μJy). Also of
note is that the undetected galaxies are almost entirely from the
region with r − W1  4.2 mag, reinforcing the probability that
our survey has a bias against high-redshift sources.
We have listed in Table 8 all of the targets which had an
S/N  7.0 in one of the WISE bands and for which there is no
corresponding detection in the SDSS database, no Two Micron
All Sky Survey detection, and no evidence of optical flux in
the spectra we obtained. The purpose of Table 8 is to enable
potential further follow-up of what are, at present, uniquely
WISE sources.
Table 7
Spectroscopically Classified Target Detection Rate by Channel
Filter Emission Galaxies Absorption Galaxies Broad-lined AGN Stars
Name (fQ>2 [Ntot]) (fQ>2 [Ntot]) (fQ>2 [Ntot]) (fQ>2 [Ntot])
u 58.8% [97] 29.1% [79] 91.7% [12] 79.0% [210]
g 77.3% [97] 89.9% [79] 100.0% [12] 99.0% [210]
r 80.4% [97] 91.1% [79] 100.0% [12] 99.0% [210]
i 81.4% [97] 96.2% [79] 100.0% [12] 99.0% [210]
z 80.4% [97] 94.9% [79] 100.0% [12] 99.0% [210]
J 6.1% [165] 16.1% [143] 17.6% [17] 79.9% [339]
H 6.1% [165] 16.1% [143] 11.8% [17] 78.5% [339]
K 6.1% [165] 15.4% [143] 17.6% [17] 65.8% [339]
W1 98.2% [165] 100.0% [143] 100.0% [17] 100.0% [339]
W2 85.5% [165] 93.7% [143] 94.1% [17] 94.7% [339]
W3 50.9% [165] 11.9% [143] 64.7% [17] 8.8% [339]
W4 17.6% [165] 9.8% [143] 23.5% [17] 6.2% [339]
Notes. The fraction of targets with high-quality (Q > 2) spectra detected (σ  1.0 mag) by each photometric band, with the
number of total available targets in brackets next to the fraction in percent. The photometry used to construct this table came
from SDSS DR8, 2MASS, and WISE.
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Figure 10. Our DEIMOS targets associated with a single target in SDSS DR8 and having minimally acceptable photometric uncertainty (σi, σr , and σW1  1.0).
Sources marked with an open circle are galaxies with measurable redshifts, triangles pointing down are broad-lined AGNs, plus signs are stars, and diamonds are
sources we could not classify to a high degree of certainty based on the spectra we obtained. We placed the regions qualitatively based on a combination of the data
from this survey and a pseudo-random selection of spectroscopically classified sources from SDSS DR8 (not shown).
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)
Table 8
Well-detected Targets without External Confirmation
Designation α δ W1 W2 W3 W4 SDSS
(deg) (deg) (mag) (mag) (mag) (mag) DR8
WISEPC J223522.72+160246.4 338.844696 16.0462303 16.447 ± 0.092 15.936 ± 0.185 (12.879) (9.715) Y
WISEPC J223520.69+160256.2 338.8362122 16.0489521 16.37 ± 0.092 15.992 ± 0.205 12.522 ± 0.406 (9.236) Y
WISEPC J230337.04+040652.5 345.9043579 4.1145945 16.866 ± 0.14 16.445 ± 0.334 (12.196) (8.658) Y
WISEPC J014002.89−121449.2 25.0120697 −12.2470074 16.629 ± 0.126 16.395 ± 0.36 12.278 ± 0.382 (8.869) N
WISEPC J023332.24+233608.5 38.3843384 23.6023865 16.664 ± 0.126 16.237 ± 0.302 (12.586) (9.168) Y
WISEPC J023331.58+233632.1 38.3816109 23.6089439 16.862 ± 0.147 16.07 ± 0.264 12.151 ± 0.354 (8.777) Y
WISEPC J023330.90+233924.9 38.378788 23.6569328 16.571 ± 0.119 15.834 ± 0.217 (12.598) (9.262) Y
WISEPC J032345.02+043501.2 50.9376183 4.5836883 16.091 ± 0.08 15.195 ± 0.116 (12.383) (9.418) Y
WISEPC J032342.02+043503.6 50.9251213 4.5843415 16.374 ± 0.101 15.427 ± 0.148 (12.605) (8.989) Y
WISEPC J032321.13+043126.1 50.8380814 4.5239253 16.897 ± 0.155 16.029 ± 0.246 12.45 ± 0.452 (8.883) Y
Notes. The positions and WISE photometry for sources that lack confirming detections in SDSS DR8, 2MASS, or this survey. All sources on this list must have a
S/N  7.0 in at least one WISE channel and not be visually spurious to be included. The magnitudes in parentheses are 2σ upper limits on the flux. All photometry
comes from the extremely preliminary reductions done to create the L3o database.
4. CONCLUSION
With its ability to detect L galaxies out to z ∼ 0.7 in the areas
with fewest repeat observations and its nearly 4π sr coverage,
WISE is able to play an important role in studies of galaxy
populations and cosmic structures at moderate redshifts. The
follow-up to this paper, S. E. Lake et al. (2011, in preparation),
reports on the 3.4 μm luminosity function to redshift z ∼ 0.7,
derived using this data in conjunction with public spectroscopic
data sets. In that paper, we trace the contribution to extragalactic
background light in the mid-IR from galaxies and constrain the
stellar mass of galaxies.
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